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3 General data types 
The general Cryptoki data types are described in the following subsections.  The data types for holding 
parameters for various mechanisms, and the pointers to those parameters, are not described here; these 
types are described with the information on the mechanisms themselves, in Section 12. 

A C or C++ source file in a Cryptoki application or library can define all these types (the types described 
here and the types that are specifically used for particular mechanism parameters) by including the top-
level Cryptoki include file, pkcs11.h.  pkcs11.h, in turn, includes the other Cryptoki include files, pkcs11t.h 
and pkcs11f.h.  A source file can also include just pkcs11t.h (instead of pkcs11.h); this defines most (but 
not all) of the types specified here. 

When including either of these header files, a source file MUST specify the preprocessor directives 
indicated in Section 2. 

3.1 General information 
Cryptoki represents general information with the following types: 

 CK_VERSION; CK_VERSION_PTR 

CK_VERSION is a structure that describes the version of a Cryptoki interface, a Cryptoki library, or an 
SSL implementation, or the hardware or firmware version of a slot or token.  It is defined as follows: 

typedef struct CK_VERSION { 
  CK_BYTE major; 
  CK_BYTE minor; 
} CK_VERSION; 
 

The fields of the structure have the following meanings: 

 major major version number (the integer portion of the version) 

 minor minor version number (the hundredths portion of the version) 

Example: For version 1.0, major = 1 and minor = 0.  For version 2.10, major = 2 and minor = 10. Table 
4Table 4 below lists the major and minor version values for the officially published Cryptoki specifications.  

Table 4, Major and minor version values for published Cryptoki specifications 

Version major minor 

1.0 0x01 0x00 

2.01 0x02 0x01 

2.10 0x02 0x0a 

2.11 0x02 0x0b 

2.20 0x02 0x14 

2.30 0x02 0x1e 

2.40 0x02 0x28 

3.0 0x03 0x00 

Minor revisions of the Cryptoki standard are always upwardly compatible within the same major version 
number. 

CK_VERSION_PTR is a pointer to a CK_VERSION. 

 CK_INFO; CK_INFO_PTR 

CK_INFO provides general information about Cryptoki.  It is defined as follows: 
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Each Cryptoki library has a static CK_FUNCTION_LIST structure, and a pointer to it (or to a copy of it 
which is also owned by the library) may be obtained by the C_GetFunctionList function (see Section 
5.2).  The value that this pointer points to can be used by an application to quickly find out where the 
executable code for each function in the Cryptoki API is located.  Every function in the Cryptoki API 
MUST have an entry point defined in the Cryptoki library’s CK_FUNCTION_LIST structure.  If a particular 
function in the Cryptoki API is not supported by a library, then the function pointer for that function in the 
library’s CK_FUNCTION_LIST structure should point to a function stub which simply returns 
CKR_FUNCTION_NOT_SUPPORTED. 

In this structure ‘version’ is the cryptoki specification version number. It should match the value of 
‘cryptokiVersion’ returned in the CK_INFO structure.The major and minor versions must be set to 0x02 
and 0x28 indicating a version 2.40 compatible structure. The updated function list table for this version of 
the specification may be returned via C_GetInterfaceList or C_GetInterface. 

 

An application may or may not be able to modify a Cryptoki library’s static CK_FUNCTION_LIST 
structure.  Whether or not it can, it should never attempt to do so. 

PKCS #11 modules must not add new functions at the end of the CK_FUNCTION_LIST that are not 
contained within the defined structure. If a PKCS#11 module needs to define additional functions, they 
should be placed within a vendor defined interface returned via C_GetInterfaceList or C_GetInterface. 

 

CK_FUNCTION_LIST_PTR is a pointer to a CK_FUNCTION_LIST. 

CK_FUNCTION_LIST_PTR_PTR is a pointer to a CK_FUNCTION_LIST_PTR. 

 

 CK_FUNCTION_LIST_3_0; CK_FUNCTION_LIST_3_0_PTR; 
CK_FUNCTION_LIST_3_0_PTR_PTR 

CK_FUNCTION_LIST_3_0 is a structure which contains the same function pointers as in 
CK_FUNCTION_LIST and additional functions added to the end of the structure that were defined in 
Cryptoki version 3.0. It is defined as follows: 

typedef struct CK_FUNCTION_LIST_3_0 { 
  CK_VERSION version; 
  CK_C_Initialize C_Initialize; 
  CK_C_Finalize C_Finalize; 
  CK_C_GetInfo C_GetInfo; 
  CK_C_GetFunctionList C_GetFunctionList; 
  CK_C_GetSlotList C_GetSlotList; 
  CK_C_GetSlotInfo C_GetSlotInfo; 
  CK_C_GetTokenInfo C_GetTokenInfo; 
  CK_C_GetMechanismList C_GetMechanismList; 
  CK_C_GetMechanismInfo C_GetMechanismInfo; 
  CK_C_InitToken C_InitToken; 
  CK_C_InitPIN C_InitPIN; 
  CK_C_SetPIN C_SetPIN; 
  CK_C_OpenSession C_OpenSession; 
  CK_C_CloseSession C_CloseSession; 
  CK_C_CloseAllSessions C_CloseAllSessions; 
  CK_C_GetSessionInfo C_GetSessionInfo; 
  CK_C_GetOperationState C_GetOperationState; 
  CK_C_SetOperationState C_SetOperationState; 
  CK_C_Login C_Login; 
  CK_C_Logout C_Logout; 
  CK_C_CreateObject C_CreateObject; 
  CK_C_CopyObject C_CopyObject; 
  CK_C_DestroyObject C_DestroyObject; 
  CK_C_GetObjectSize C_GetObjectSize; 
  CK_C_GetAttributeValue C_GetAttributeValue; 
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  CK_C_SetAttributeValue C_SetAttributeValue; 
  CK_C_FindObjectsInit C_FindObjectsInit; 
  CK_C_FindObjects C_FindObjects; 
  CK_C_FindObjectsFinal C_FindObjectsFinal; 
  CK_C_EncryptInit C_EncryptInit; 
  CK_C_Encrypt C_Encrypt; 
  CK_C_EncryptUpdate C_EncryptUpdate; 
  CK_C_EncryptFinal C_EncryptFinal; 
  CK_C_DecryptInit C_DecryptInit; 
  CK_C_Decrypt C_Decrypt; 
  CK_C_DecryptUpdate C_DecryptUpdate; 
  CK_C_DecryptFinal C_DecryptFinal; 
  CK_C_DigestInit C_DigestInit; 
  CK_C_Digest C_Digest; 
  CK_C_DigestUpdate C_DigestUpdate; 
  CK_C_DigestKey C_DigestKey; 
  CK_C_DigestFinal C_DigestFinal; 
  CK_C_SignInit C_SignInit; 
  CK_C_Sign C_Sign; 
  CK_C_SignUpdate C_SignUpdate; 
  CK_C_SignFinal C_SignFinal; 
  CK_C_SignRecoverInit C_SignRecoverInit; 
  CK_C_SignRecover C_SignRecover; 
  CK_C_VerifyInit C_VerifyInit; 
  CK_C_Verify C_Verify; 
  CK_C_VerifyUpdate C_VerifyUpdate; 
  CK_C_VerifyFinal C_VerifyFinal; 
  CK_C_VerifyRecoverInit C_VerifyRecoverInit; 
  CK_C_VerifyRecover C_VerifyRecover; 
  CK_C_DigestEncryptUpdate C_DigestEncryptUpdate; 
  CK_C_DecryptDigestUpdate C_DecryptDigestUpdate; 
  CK_C_SignEncryptUpdate C_SignEncryptUpdate; 
  CK_C_DecryptVerifyUpdate C_DecryptVerifyUpdate; 
  CK_C_GenerateKey C_GenerateKey; 
  CK_C_GenerateKeyPair C_GenerateKeyPair; 
  CK_C_WrapKey C_WrapKey; 
  CK_C_UnwrapKey C_UnwrapKey; 
  CK_C_DeriveKey C_DeriveKey; 
  CK_C_SeedRandom C_SeedRandom; 
  CK_C_GenerateRandom C_GenerateRandom; 
  CK_C_GetFunctionStatus C_GetFunctionStatus; 
  CK_C_CancelFunction C_CancelFunction; 
  CK_C_WaitForSlotEvent C_WaitForSlotEvent; 
  CK_C_GetInterfaceList C_GetInterfaceList; 
  CK_C_GetInterface C_GetInterface; 
  CK_C_SessionCancel C_SessionCancel; 
  CK_C_LoginUser C_LoginUser; 
  CK_C_MessageEncryptInit C_MessageEncryptInit; 
  CK_C_EncryptMessage C_EncryptMessage; 
  CK_C_EncryptMessageBegin C_EncryptMessageBegin; 
  CK_C_EncryptMessageNext C_EncryptMessageNext; 
  CK_C_MessageEncryptFinal C_MessageEncryptFinal; 
  CK_C_MessageDecryptInit C_MessageDecryptInit; 
  CK_C_DecryptMessage C_DecryptMessage; 
  CK_C_DecryptMessageBegin C_DecryptMessageBegin; 
  CK_C_DecryptMessageNext C_DecryptMessageNext; 
  CK_C_MessageDecryptFinal C_MessageDecryptFinal; 
  CK_C_MessageSignInit C_MessageSignInit; 
  CK_C_SignMessage C_SignMessage; 
  CK_C_SignMessageBegin C_SignMessageBegin; 
  CK_C_SignMessageNext C_SignMessageNext; 
  CK_C_MessageSignFinal C_MessageSignFinal; 
  CK_C_MessageVerifyInit C_MessageVerifyInit; 
  CK_C_VerifyMessage C_VerifyMessage; 

Commented [tjh2]: Renamed functions  

Commented [tjh3]: Note C_SessionCancel is currently missing 
from the header file – it is unclear if it will be added here or to the 
end of the structure – given that there are two functions changing 
name it may end up here. 
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  CK_C_VerifyMessageBegin C_VerifyMessageBegin; 
  CK_C_VerifyMessageNext C_VerifyMessageNext; 
  CK_C_MessageVerifyFinal C_MessageVerifyFinal; 
} CK_FUNCTION_LIST_3_0; 
 

For a general description of CK_FUNCTION_LIST_3_0 see CK_FUNCTION_LIST. 

In this structure, version is the cryptoki specification version number. It should match the value of 
cryptokiVersion returned in the CK_INFO structure, but must be 3.0 at minimum. 

This function list may be returned via C_GetInterfaceList or C_GetInterface 

CK_FUNCTION_LIST_3_0_PTR is a pointer to a CK_FUNCTION_LIST_3_0. 

CK_FUNCTION_LIST_3_0_PTR_PTR is a pointer to a CK_FUNCTION_LIST_3_0_PTR. 

 

 

 CK_INTERFACES;     CK_INTERFACES_PTR; 
CK_INTERFACES_PTR_PTR 

CK_INTERFACE is a structure which contains an interface name with a function list and flag. 

It is defined as follows: 

 

typedef struct CK_INTERFACE { 
  CK_UTF8CHAR_PTR pInterfaceName; 
  CK_VOID_PTR     pFunctionList;   
  CK_FLAGS        flags;           
} CK_INTERFACE; 

 

#define MAX_FUNCTION_LISTS 10 

 

The fields of the structure have the following meanings: 

 pInterfaceName the name of the interface 

 pFunctionList the interface function list which must always begin with a 
CK_VERSION structure as the first field 

 flags bit flags specifying interface capabilities 

The interface name “PKCS 11” is reserved for use by interfaces defined within the cryptoki specification. 

Interfaces starting with the string: “Vendor ” are reserved for vendor use and will not oetherwise be 
defined as interfaces in the PKCS #11 specification. Vendors should supply new functions with interface 
names of “Vendor {vendor name}”. For example “Vendor ACME Inc”. 
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The following table defines the flags field: 

Table 9, CK_INTERFACE Flags 

Bit Flag Mask Meaning 

CKF_FORK_SAFE_INTERFACE   0x00000001 The returned 
interface will have 
fork tolerant 
semantics. When 
the application 
forks, each 
process will get its 
own copy of all 
session objects, 
session states, 
login states, and 
encryption states. 
Each process will 
also maintain 
access to token 
objects with their 
previously 
supplied handles. 

 

CK_INTERFACE_PTR is a pointer to a CK_INTERFACE. 

CK_INTERFACE_PTR_PTR is a pointer to a CK_INTERFACE_PTR. 

typedef struct { 

     CK_ULONG ulIinterfaceCount; 

     CK_FUNCTION_LIST *pFunctionList[MAX_FUNCTION_LISTS]; 

} CK_INTERFACES; 

 CK_FUNCTION_LISTS;    CK_FUNCTION_LISTS_PTR; 
CK_FUNCTION_LISTS_PTR_PTR 

typedef struct { 

      CK_CHAR *pInterface; 

      void **pFunctions; 

} CK_FUNCTION_LISTS; 

 

C_GetFunctionLists( CK_CHAR **interface_string, CK_INTERFACES *interfaces, CK_LONG flags); 

 

Applications get C_GetFunctionLists the same way they get C_GetFunctionList. Each interface is 
specified by a string. Up to MAX_FUNCTION_LISTS can be acquired in a single call. Interfaces are 
selected using the interface_string, which is a NULL terminated array of  character strings. Each returned 
interface contains a string value for that interface (same as the string passed in). If the interface is 
unknown, then the *pFunctionList value for that function is set to NULL. For compatibility pFunctions point 
something like CK_FUNCION_LIST, with a CK_VERSION followed by a bunch of functions. 

 

Defined flags: 

Commented [tjh4]: CKF_INTERFACE_FORK_SAFE would 
make more sense – to have a comment prefix for all interface flags 
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CKF_FORK_SAFE_INTERFACE  The returned interface will have fork tolerant semantics. When the 
application forks, each process will get their own copies of all session objects, session states, login 
states, and encryption states. Each process will also maintain access to token objects with their 
previously supplied handles.  

 

< NOTE: a Note pointing to CKF_FORK_SAFE_INTERFACE should be added to the section talking 
about fork semantics explaining the CKF_FORK_SAFE_INTERFACE changes the default fork semantics 
of PKCS #11> 

 

The following interfaces are defined. 

 

“PKCS 11 2.40” returns the same function list as C_GetFunctionList (CK_FUNCTION_LIST) 

“PKCS 11 3.0” returns a new function list which has the same first function as C_GetFunctionList plus the 
following new functions: C_GetFunctionLists(), C_MessageEncryptInit(), C_EncryptMessage(), 
C_EncryptMessageBegin(), C_EncryptMessageNext(), C_MessageEncryptFinal(), 
C_MessageDecryptInit(), C_DecryptMessage(), C_DecryptMessageBegin(), C_DecryptMessageNext(), 
C_MessageDecryptFinal(), C_MessageSignInit(), C_SignMessage(), C_SignMessageBegin(), 
C_SignMessageNext(), C_MessageSignFinal(), C_MessageVerifyInit(), C_VerifyMessage(), 
C_VerifyMessageBegin(), C_VerifyMessageNext(), C_MessageVerifyFinal(), 

This will be defined as CK_FUNCTION_LIST_2_42 

 

PKCS #11 modules may return the same function list for 2.40 as 3.0, but applications cannot depend on 
the fact the 2.40 function list actually has the 3.0 functions. 

 

PKCS #11 modules must not add new functions at the end of the “PKCS 11 3.0” function list that are not 
defined by the PKCS #11 spec. 

 

PKCS #11 modules should not add new functions at the end of the “PKCS 11 2.40” function list that are 
not defined by the PKCS #11 spec. 

 

Interfaces starting with the string: “Vendor ” are reserved for vendor use and will not ever be defined as 
interfaces in the PKCS #11 spec. Vendors should supply new functions under interface names of “Vendor 
{vendor name}:{function} {version}”. For example “Vendor Red Hat, Inc.:Coolkey Provisioning 1.0”. After 
the colon (following the vendor name),the string is free format and this spec is only an example. 

 

3.7 Locking-related types 
The types in this section are provided solely for applications which need to access Cryptoki from multiple 
threads simultaneously.  Applications which will not do this need not use any of these types. 

 CK_CREATEMUTEX 

CK_CREATEMUTEX is the type of a pointer to an application-supplied function which creates a new 
mutex object and returns a pointer to it.  It is defined as follows: 

typedef CK_CALLBACK_FUNCTION(CK_RV, CK_CREATEMUTEX)( 
  CK_VOID_PTR_PTR ppMutex 
); 
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5 Functions 
Cryptoki's functions are organized into the following categories: 

 general-purpose functions (4 functions) 

 slot and token management functions (9 functions) 

 session management functions (8 functions) 

 object management functions (9 functions) 

 encryption functions (4 functions) 

 message-based encryption functions (5 functions) 

 decryption functions (4 functions) 

 message digesting functions (5 functions) 

 signing and MACing functions (6 functions) 

 functions for verifying signatures and MACs (6 functions) 

 dual-purpose cryptographic functions (4 functions) 

 key management functions (5 functions) 

 random number generation functions (2 functions) 

 parallel function management functions (2 functions) 

 

In addition to these functions, Cryptoki can use application-supplied callback functions to notify an 
application of certain events, and can also use application-supplied functions to handle mutex objects for 
safe multi-threaded library access. 

The Cryptoki API functions are presented in the following table: 

Table 30, Summary of Cryptoki Functions 

Category Function Description 

General C_Initialize initializes Cryptoki 

purpose 
functions 

C_Finalize clean up miscellaneous Cryptoki-associated 
resources 

 C_GetInfo obtains general information about Cryptoki 

 C_GetFunctionList obtains entry points of Cryptoki library 
functions 

 C_GetInterfaceList obtains list of interfaces supported by Cryptoki 
library 

 C_GetInterface obtains interface specific entry points to 
Cryptoki library functions 

Slot and token C_GetSlotList obtains a list of slots in the system 

management C_GetSlotInfo obtains information about a particular slot 

functions C_GetTokenInfo obtains information about a particular token 

 C_WaitForSlotEvent waits for a slot event (token insertion, 
removal, etc.) to occur 

 C_GetMechanismList obtains a list of mechanisms supported by a 
token 

 C_GetMechanismInfo obtains information about a particular 
mechanism 

 C_InitToken initializes a token 

 C_InitPIN initializes the normal user’s PIN 
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 CKR_ATTRIBUTE_VALUE_INVALID: An invalid value was specified for a particular attribute in a 
template.  See Section 4.1 for more information. 

 CKR_BUFFER_TOO_SMALL: The output of the function is too large to fit in the supplied buffer. 

 CKR_CANT_LOCK: This value can only be returned by C_Initialize.  It means that the type of locking 
requested by the application for thread-safety is not available in this library, and so the application 
cannot make use of this library in the specified fashion. 

 CKR_CRYPTOKI_ALREADY_INITIALIZED: This value can only be returned by C_Initialize.  It 
means that the Cryptoki library has already been initialized (by a previous call to C_Initialize which 
did not have a matching C_Finalize call). 

 CKR_CRYPTOKI_NOT_INITIALIZED: This value can be returned by any function other than 
C_Initialize,  and C_GetFunctionList, C_GetInterfaceList and C_GetInterface.  It indicates that the 
function cannot be executed because the Cryptoki library has not yet been initialized by a call to 
C_Initialize. 

 CKR_CURVE_NOT_SUPPORTED:  This curve is not supported by this token.  Used with Elliptic 
Curve mechanisms. 

 CKR_DATA_INVALID: The plaintext input data to a cryptographic operation is invalid.  This return 
value has lower priority than CKR_DATA_LEN_RANGE. 

 CKR_DATA_LEN_RANGE: The plaintext input data to a cryptographic operation has a bad length.  
Depending on the operation’s mechanism, this could mean that the plaintext data is too short, too 
long, or is not a multiple of some particular block size.  This return value has higher priority than 
CKR_DATA_INVALID. 

 CKR_DOMAIN_PARAMS_INVALID: Invalid or unsupported domain parameters were supplied to the 
function.  Which representation methods of domain parameters are supported by a given mechanism 
can vary from token to token. 

 CKR_ENCRYPTED_DATA_INVALID: The encrypted input to a decryption operation has been 
determined to be invalid ciphertext.  This return value has lower priority than 
CKR_ENCRYPTED_DATA_LEN_RANGE. 

 CKR_ENCRYPTED_DATA_LEN_RANGE: The ciphertext input to a decryption operation has been 
determined to be invalid ciphertext solely on the basis of its length.  Depending on the operation’s 
mechanism, this could mean that the ciphertext is too short, too long, or is not a multiple of some 
particular block size.  This return value has higher priority than CKR_ENCRYPTED_DATA_INVALID. 

 CKR_EXCEEDED_MAX_ITERATIONS: An iterative algorithm (for key pair generation, domain 
parameter generation etc.) failed because we have exceeded the maximum number of iterations.  
This error code has precedence over CKR_FUNCTION_FAILED. Examples of iterative algorithms 
include DSA signature generation (retry if either r = 0 or s = 0) and generation of DSA primes p and q 
specified in FIPS 186-4. 

 CKR_FIPS_SELF_TEST_FAILED: A FIPS 140-2 power-up self-test or conditional self-test failed.  
The token entered an error state.  Future calls to cryptographic functions on the token will return 
CKR_GENERAL_ERROR.  CKR_FIPS_SELF_TEST_FAILED has a higher precedence over 
CKR_GENERAL_ERROR. This error may be returned by C_Initialize, if a power-up self-test  failed, 
by C_GenerateRandom or C_SeedRandom, if the continuous random number generator test failed, 
or by C_GenerateKeyPair, if the pair-wise consistency test failed. 

 CKR_FUNCTION_CANCELED: The function was canceled in mid-execution.  This happens to a 
cryptographic function if the function makes a CKN_SURRENDER application callback which returns 
CKR_CANCEL (see CKR_CANCEL). It also happens to a function that performs PIN entry through a 
protected path. The method used to cancel a protected path PIN entry operation is device dependent. 

 CKR_FUNCTION_NOT_PARALLEL: There is currently no function executing in parallel in the 
specified session.  This is a legacy error code which is only returned by the legacy functions 
C_GetFunctionStatus and C_CancelFunction. 
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C_Initialize should be the first Cryptoki call made by an application, except for calls to 
C_GetFunctionList, C_GetInterfaceList, or C_GetInterface.  What this function actually does is 
implementation-dependent; typically, it might cause Cryptoki to initialize its internal memory buffers, or 
any other resources it requires. 

If several applications are using Cryptoki, each one should call C_Initialize.  Every call to C_Initialize 
should (eventually) be succeeded by a single call to C_Finalize.  See [PKCS11-UG] for further details. 

Return values: CKR_ARGUMENTS_BAD, CKR_CANT_LOCK, 
CKR_CRYPTOKI_ALREADY_INITIALIZED, CKR_FUNCTION_FAILED, CKR_GENERAL_ERROR, 
CKR_HOST_MEMORY, CKR_NEED_TO_CREATE_THREADS, CKR_OK. 

Example: see C_GetInfo. 

5.4.2 C_Finalize 

CK_DECLARE_FUNCTION(CK_RV, C_Finalize)( 

 CK_VOID_PTR pReserved 

); 

C_Finalize is called to indicate that an application is finished with the Cryptoki library.  It should be the 
last Cryptoki call made by an application.  The pReserved parameter is reserved for future versions; for 
this version, it should be set to NULL_PTR (if C_Finalize is called with a non-NULL_PTR value for 
pReserved, it should return the value CKR_ARGUMENTS_BAD. 

If several applications are using Cryptoki, each one should call C_Finalize.  Each application’s call to 
C_Finalize should be preceded by a single call to C_Initialize; in between the two calls, an application 
can make calls to other Cryptoki functions.  See [PKCS11-UG] for further details. 

Despite the fact that the parameters supplied to C_Initialize can in general allow for safe multi-threaded 
access to a Cryptoki library, the behavior of C_Finalize is nevertheless undefined if it is called by an 
application while other threads of the application are making Cryptoki calls.  The exception to this 
exceptional behavior of C_Finalize occurs when a thread calls C_Finalize while another of the 
application’s threads is blocking on Cryptoki’s C_WaitForSlotEvent function.  When this happens, the 
blocked thread becomes unblocked and returns the value CKR_CRYPTOKI_NOT_INITIALIZED.  See 
C_WaitForSlotEvent for more information. 

Return values: CKR_ARGUMENTS_BAD, CKR_CRYPTOKI_NOT_INITIALIZED, 
CKR_FUNCTION_FAILED, CKR_GENERAL_ERROR, CKR_HOST_MEMORY, CKR_OK. 

Example: see C_GetInfo. 

5.4.3 C_GetInfo 

CK_DECLARE_FUNCTION(CK_RV, C_GetInfo)( 

 CK_INFO_PTR pInfo 

); 

C_GetInfo returns general information about Cryptoki.  pInfo points to the location that receives the 
information. 

Return values: CKR_ARGUMENTS_BAD, CKR_CRYPTOKI_NOT_INITIALIZED, 
CKR_FUNCTION_FAILED, CKR_GENERAL_ERROR, CKR_HOST_MEMORY, CKR_OK. 

Example: 

CK_INFO info; 

CK_RV rv; 

CK_C_INITIALIZE_ARGS InitArgs; 

 

InitArgs.CreateMutex = &MyCreateMutex; 

InitArgs.DestroyMutex = &MyDestroyMutex; 
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InitArgs.LockMutex = &MyLockMutex; 

InitArgs.UnlockMutex = &MyUnlockMutex; 

InitArgs.flags = CKF_OS_LOCKING_OK; 

InitArgs.pReserved = NULL_PTR; 

 

rv = C_Initialize((CK_VOID_PTR)&InitArgs); 

assert(rv == CKR_OK); 

 

rv = C_GetInfo(&info); 

assert(rv == CKR_OK); 

if(info.version.major == 2) { 

  /* Do lots of interesting cryptographic things with the token */ 

  . 

  . 

} 

 

rv = C_Finalize(NULL_PTR); 

assert(rv == CKR_OK); 

5.4.4 C_GetFunctionList 

CK_DECLARE_FUNCTION(CK_RV, C_GetFunctionList)( 

 CK_FUNCTION_LIST_PTR_PTR ppFunctionList 

); 

C_GetFunctionList obtains a pointer to the Cryptoki library’s list of function pointers.  ppFunctionList 
points to a value which will receive a pointer to the library’s CK_FUNCTION_LIST structure, which in turn 
contains function pointers for all the Cryptoki API routines in the library.  The pointer thus obtained may 
point into memory which is owned by the Cryptoki library, and which may or may not be writable.  
Whether or not this is the case, no attempt should be made to write to this memory. 

C_GetFunctionList, C_GetInterfaceLists, and C_GetInterface are is the only Cryptoki functions which 
an application may call before calling C_Initialize.  It is provided to make it easier and faster for 
applications to use shared Cryptoki libraries and to use more than one Cryptoki library simultaneously. 

Return values: CKR_ARGUMENTS_BAD, CKR_FUNCTION_FAILED, CKR_GENERAL_ERROR, 
CKR_HOST_MEMORY, CKR_OK. 

Example: 

CK_FUNCTION_LIST_PTR pFunctionList; 

CK_C_Initialize pC_Initialize; 

CK_RV rv; 

 

/* It’s OK to call C_GetFunctionList before calling C_Initialize */ 

rv = C_GetFunctionList(&pFunctionList); 

assert(rv == CKR_OK); 

pC_Initialize = pFunctionList -> C_Initialize; 

 

/* Call the C_Initialize function in the library */ 
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rv = (*pC_Initialize)(NULL_PTR); 

5.4.5 C_GetInterfaceList 

CK_DECLARE_FUNCTION(CK_RV, C_GetInterfaceList)( 

 CK_INTERFACE_PTR      pInterfaceList, 

CK_ULONG_PTR          pulCount 

); 

C_GetInterfaceList is used to obtain a list of interfaces supported by a Cryptoki library.  pulCount points 
to the location that receives the number of interfaces. 

There are two ways for an application to call C_GetInterfaceList: 

1. If pInterfaceList is NULL_PTR, then all that C_GetInterfaceList does is return (in *pulCount) the 
number of interfaces, without actually returning a list of interfaces.  The contents of *pulCount on 
entry to C_GetInterfaceList has no meaning in this case, and the call returns the value CKR_OK. 

2. If pIntrerfaceList is not NULL_PTR, then *pulCount MUST contain the size (in terms of 
CK_INTERFACE elements) of the buffer pointed to by pInterfaceList.  If that buffer is large enough to 
hold the list of interfaces, then the list is returned in it, and CKR_OK is returned.  If not, then the call 
to C_GetInterfaceList returns the value CKR_BUFFER_TOO_SMALL.  In either case, the value 
*pulCount is set to hold the number of interfaces. 

Because C_GetInterfaceList does not allocate any space of its own, an application will often call 
C_GetInterfaceList twice.  However, this behavior is by no means required. 

C_GetInterfaceList obtains (in *pFunctionList of each interface) a pointer to the Cryptoki library’s list of 
function pointers. The pointer thus obtained may point into memory which is owned by the Cryptoki 
library, and which may or may not be writable.  Whether or not this is the case, no attempt should be 
made to write to this memory. The same caveat applies to the interface names returned. 

 

C_GetFunctionList, C_GetInterfaceLists, and C_GetInterface are the only Cryptoki functions which an 
application may call before calling C_Initialize.  It is provided to make it easier and faster for applications 
to use shared Cryptoki libraries and to use more than one Cryptoki library simultaneously. 

Return values: CKR_BUFFER_TOO_SMALL, CKR_ARGUMENTS_BAD, CKR_FUNCTION_FAILED, 
CKR_GENERAL_ERROR, CKR_HOST_MEMORY, CKR_OK. 

Example: 

CK_ULONG ulCount=0; 

CK_INTERFACE_PTR interfaceList=NULL; 

CK_RV rv; 

 

/* get number of interfaces */ 

rv = C_GetInterfaceList(NULL,&ulCount); 

if (rv == CKR_OK) { 

  /* get copy of interfaces */ 

  interfaceList = (CK_INTERFACE_PTR)malloc(ulCount*sizeof(CK_INTERFACE)); 

  rv = C_GetInterfaceList(interfaceList,&ulCount); 

  for(i=0;i<ulCount;i++) { 

    printf("interface %s version %d.%d funcs %p flags 0x%lu\n", 

 interfaceList[i].pInterfaceName, 

 ((CK_VERSION *)interfaceList[i].pFunctionList)->major, 

 ((CK_VERSION *)interfaceList[i].pFunctionList)->minor, 
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        interfaceList[i].pFunctionList, 

 interfaceList[i].flags); 

  } 

} 

 

5.4.6 C_GetInterface 

CK_DECLARE_FUNCTION(CK_RV,C_GetInterface)( 

  CK_UTF8CHAR_PTR       pInterfaceName, 

  CK_VERSION_PTR        pVersion, 

  CK_INTERFACE_PTR_PTR  ppInterface, 

  CK_FLAGS              flags 

); 

C_GetInterface is used to obtain an interface supported by a Cryptoki library.  pInterfaceName specifies 
the name of the interface, pVersion specifies the interface version, ppInterface points to the location that 
receives the interface, flags specifies the required interface flags. 

There are multiple ways for an application to specify a particular interface when calling C_GetInterface: 

1. If pInterfaceName is not NULL_PTR, the name of the interface returned must match. If 
pInterfaceName is NULL_PTR, the cryptoki library can return a default interface of its choice 

2. If pVersion is not NULL_PTR, the version of the interface returned must match. If pVersion is 
NULL_PTR, the cryptoki library can return an interface of any version 

3. If flags is non-zero, the interface returned must match all of the supplied flag values (but may include 
additional flags not specified). If flags is 0, the cryptoki library can return an interface with any flags 

C_GetInterface obtains (in *pFunctionList of each interface) a pointer to the Cryptoki library’s list of 
function pointers. The pointer thus obtained may point into memory which is owned by the Cryptoki 
library, and which may or may not be writable.  Whether or not this is the case, no attempt should be 
made to write to this memory. The same caveat applies to the interface names returned. 

C_GetFunctionList, C_GetInterfaceLists, and C_GetInterface are the only Cryptoki functions which an 
application may call before calling C_Initialize.  It is provided to make it easier and faster for applications 
to use shared Cryptoki libraries and to use more than one Cryptoki library simultaneously. 

Return values: CKR_BUFFER_TOO_SMALL, CKR_ARGUMENTS_BAD, CKR_FUNCTION_FAILED, 
CKR_GENERAL_ERROR, CKR_HOST_MEMORY, CKR_OK. 

Example: 

CK_INTERFACE_PTR interface; 

CK_RV rv; 

CK_VERSION version; 

CK_FLAGS flags=CKF_FORK_SAFE_INTERFACE; 

 

/* get default interface */ 

rv = C_GetInterface(NULL,NULL,&interface,flags); 

if (rv == CKR_OK) { 

  printf("interface %s version %d.%d funcs %p flags 0x%lu\n", 

 interface->pInterfaceName, 

 ((CK_VERSION *)interface->pFunctionList)->major, 

 ((CK_VERSION *)interface->pFunctionList)->minor, 
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 interface->pFunctionList, 

 interface->flags); 

} 

 

/* get default standard interface */ 

rv = C_GetInterface((CK_UTF8CHAR_PTR)"PKCS 11",NULL,&interface,flags); 

if (rv == CKR_OK) { 

  printf("interface %s version %d.%d funcs %p flags 0x%lu\n", 

 interface->pInterfaceName, 

 ((CK_VERSION *)interface->pFunctionList)->major, 

 ((CK_VERSION *)interface->pFunctionList)->minor, 

 interface->pFunctionList, 

 interface->flags); 

} 

 

/* get specific standard version interface */ 

version.major=3; 

version.minor=0; 

rv = C_GetInterface((CK_UTF8CHAR_PTR)"PKCS 11",&version,&interface,flags); 

if (rv == CKR_OK) { 

  CK_FUNCTION_LIST_3_0_PTR pkcs11=interface->pFunctionList; 

   

  /* ... use the new functions */ 

  pkcs11->C_LoginUser(hSession,userType,pPin,ulPinLen, 
                                                  pUsername,ulUsernameLen); 

} 

 

/* get specific vendor version interface */ 

version.major=1; 

version.minor=0; 

rv = C_GetInterface((CK_UTF8CHAR_PTR) 

                        "Vendor VendorName",&version,&interface,flags); 

if (rv == CKR_OK) { 

  CK_FUNCTION_LIST_VENDOR_1_0_PTR pkcs11=interface->pFunctionList; 

   

  /* ... use vendor specific functions */ 

  pkcs11->C_VendorFunction1(param1,param2,param3); 

} 

 


